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Given two classes of (finite soluble) groups, 5 and $Y’, say, one can 
define a product class 
Xp={GE.Y’)thereisanN(3 GsuchthatNE.ZandG/NEy}. 
This class product has proven useful in the theory of classes of groups, 
especially when certain formations are considered. It is well known that this 
class product is not well behaved with respect to the theory of Schunck 
classes. Therefore, it is natural to ask whether this kind of class product may 
be replaced by a product of Schunck classes that suits the purposes of 
Schunck class theory. 
The first part of this paper shall give evidence for a negative answer to this 
question by investigating a particular case, namely, YK = M, the class of all 
(finite) nilpotent groups. The second part deals with Schunck classes 5 and 
JY with the property that Xy is a Schunck class. 
For the fundamental concepts of the theories of Schunck classes and 
formations (including, e.g., closure operations) as well as for standard 
notations the reader is referred to [7, 2, 6, 31. In addition, we introduce the 
following conventions and notations : 
All groups considered here are finite and soluble. 
Let X be a Schunck class. Then f(X) = {G E 9 ] (G/C&Y/K)) 
(H/K) E .X for each chief factor H/K of G} is the unique maximal 
formation contained in X (cf. Sect. 2 of [4]); here (G/C,(H/K))(H/K) is the 
split extension of the chief factor H/K of G by the group of automorphisms 
induces in H/K by G-it is often termed the primitive group associated with 
H/K. By Pr(X) and b(X) we mean the classes {G E X ] G primitive} and 
{G@Z]l#NNG =z- G/NE X} (here it suffices to require that Z be Q- 
closed, i.e., closed under taking epimorphic images of groups in Z). If X is 
an arbitrary class of groups, then 3 = {G E Y ] Pr(Q{G}) E Q-Z‘} is the 
unique minimal Schunck class containing X. 
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1. SCHUNCK CLASSES CONTAINED IN.N~Y 
Let .X and $? denote Schunck classes. We shall investigate the problem of 
whether there is a “Schunck product” of X and jZ?. By a Schunck product of 
,587 and $? we mean a class B satisfying 
(1) 3 is a Schunck class; 
(2) ys%EX%/; 
(3) 8 is a rather “large” subclass of <Xp. 
Conditions (1) and (3) as well as the condition “-2 s SF” are quite 
natural. The condition “y G 3” is justified by the following well-known 
remarks : 
(a) If X and y are formations (i.e., {Q, R,}-closed classes of groups), 
then the formation product X * $? = {G E 9 / Gp E Z} EX~ is a 
formation containing $?‘; 
(b) If Z and y are Fitting classes (i.e., {sn, N,}-closed classes), then 
the Fitting product X o y = {G E 9 1 G/G, E $?‘) s Xp is a Fitting 
class containing X-a property corresponding to our condition “$? g -75” 
for Schunck classes X via duality between Schunck and Fitting classes 
given by correspondence of factor groups and normal subgroups. 
We shall see below that, in general, maximal elements among all B 
satisfying (1) and (2) are too small to fulfill requirement (3). In fact, this is 
true whenever X = JV and $? is a Schunck class which is not a formation 
(see 1.4 below). 
1 .I. PROPOSITION. For each Schunck class J?‘, there is a unique 
maximal saturated formation contained in My, namely, Nf (j?). 
Proof As JV and fw) are formations, so is Hf ($?) =J” * f ($4); 
moreover, Mf (j?) is saturated, as H is a saturated formation containing all 
groups of prime order. Further, f(p) z $Y yields Jylf (JP) c My. 
Let jT be a saturated formation such that X zN$Y. By ST(p) (p a 
prime) we shall denote the full and integrated plocal definition of ST. 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that there is a group G in Y -Nf (j2); 
then G may be chosen as a primitive group. G & Jvlf@) forces 
G/F(G) @ f ($9 H ence there is a chief factor of G, say, H/K, such that 
F(G) g K and S = (G/C,(H/K))(H/K) 6 JY. Clearly, H/K is a Frattini 
factor of G, as otherwise S E Q{ G/F(G)} c y; note that G E X s My. Let 
p, q be the prime divisors of 1 F(G)I, 1 H/K 1 respectively. Observe that 
G/F(G) E X(p), as F(G) is a self-centralizing minimal normal subgroup of 
G s.F. Thus G/K E .7(p), and it is well known that the split extension 
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S = (GIWW)W/W is necessarily contained in the formation K(p) too 
(cf. [6, VI.7.211). 
Case 1. p # q. Here we may choose a faithful irreducible S-module V 
over GF(p). Then SVE .$F(p) =R(p) cxrJtrp/, and so 
S E SV/F(SV) E $Y’, a contradiction. 
Case 2. p = q. Since F(G) is a p-group, F,(G)/F(G) = F(G/F(G)) is a p’- 
group. In particular, we may assume that F*(G) L K. Furthermore, there is a 
chief factor F,(G)/M of G such that H/K appears (up to G-isomorphism) 
above C,(F,(G)/M). Now consider the split extension G, = 
(G/C,(F,(G)/M))(F,(G)/M) E K This group has a Frattini chief factor of 
characteristic p such that the associated primitive group (namely, S) is not in 
f($Y), and F(G,) = F,(G)/M is a self-centralizing minimal normal P 
subgroup for some prime rf p. Thus our counterexample G has led to 
another counterexample G,. But, as far as G, is concerned, we are left with 
the situation of case 1. Again we have obtained a contradiction, and 
G E Y - J’“J(jY) cannot exist. 
Therefore, every saturated formation Sr contained in Jy%/ is contained in 
~Kj(jY), which completes the proof of our proposition. 
1.2. LEMMA. Let G be a primitive group in $? - f (jV> for some Schunck 
class jY. Then there exists a (necessary Frattini) chieffactor H/K of G such 
that S = (G/C,(H/K))(H/K) & $Y. If H/K is chosen minimal with respect to 
this property (i.e., tf there is no chief factor H,,/K, satisfying H, c K and 
(G/C,(H,/K,))(H,,/K,) & %/), then the Schunck class generated by $’ and 
S (the class m) is not contained in Mp; Prwm) = 
Pr(p) U {S}, however, is a subclass of NY. 
Proof By definition off (%/), G &f w) has a chief factor H/K such that 
S = (G/C,(H/K))(H/K) & JY. If H/K is chosen among all these chief factors 
such that jK( is minimal, then each chief factor HO/K, below satisfies 
(~/G#4dKo)Wo/K,) E Fe W e h ave S/F(S) z G/C,(H/K) E Q{ G} G j?‘, 
and hence S E x9. 
Put%=?-, so Pr(3’)=Pr(~)U(Q{S))=Pr(jY)U{S}~~~, 
as S is a primitive group with minimal normal subgroup F(S) satisfying 
S/F(S) E 9. It is well known that L&’ is the class of all groups X such that 
Pr(Q{X}) S PrCjY) U {S}. 
We need to find a group in % - xp. Set X = G A G, the direct product 
of G, = G and G, = G with amalgamated factor group G, = G/H in the 
sense of [6,1.9.11] (where we use the natural homomorphism fi of G onto 
G/H as a homomorphism of Gi onto G,, i = 1,2). Then, by [6,1.9.11], 
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has normal subgroups 
K, = {(l, h) E G x G ) h E H}, 
K, = {(h, 1) E G x G ) h E H}, 
such that 
X/K, E X/K, ci G and XfK, x K, z G/H. 
Since F(G) is minimal normal in G, 
F, = {(f; 1) E G x G [j-E F(G)} E K, 
and 
F, = {(Lf) E G x G [j-E F(G)} s K, 
are minimal normal subgroups of X, and 




then L,, L, g X, and L, x K,/L, x L, E K, x K,/K, x L, is a chief factor 
of X: in fact, X induces the same group of automorphisms in 
L, XK,/L, XL, as G does in H/K. Moreover, this chief factor is 
complemented in X by the subgroup 
U= D(L, x L,), where D={(g,g)EGxGlgEG}: 
If x E X, say, x = (g,, gJ with g,,g, E G and g,H = g,H, then x = 
hgdg;‘g,, 0, where (&‘g,, ~)EK,GL,xK, (as g;‘g,EH) and 
(g,,g,)EDEU; further, IU~=IDIJL,XL,I/ID~(L,XL,)I=IGIIKJ< 
IGI IHI = 1x1, and so we also have U < X. 
By what has been said above, X/core,(v) z (X/C,(L, X K,/L 1 X 
L,))(L, x K,/L, x L2) z (G/C,(H/K))(H/K) @ 9. Therefore, X/core,(U) 
is a primitive factor group of X above F(X) and not contained in $Y. We 
conclude X 6Z NY. 
On the other hand, X is an element of 35’: If A/B is an arbitrary 
complemented chief factor of X, then A/B appears up to X-isomorphism (yet 
possibly as a Frattini factor) as a chief factor in X/K, z G or X/K, z G. 
Without loss of generality, suppose that AjB gx M/N, where K, Q N. We 
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may assume that either K, X K, < N or M < K, X K,. In the first case we 
may, in addition, suppose that M/N is complemented (by application of the 
general version of the Jordan-Holder theorem, cf. [ 1,2.6]). Then the 
primitive group associated with M/N (and with A/B) is a factor group of 
X/K, x K, z G/HE j??. In the second case we may additionally suppose 
that M < L, x K,, because otherwise the primitive group associated with 
M/N and A/B is isomorphic to S = (G/C,(H/K))(H/K). Thus the primitive 
group associated with M/N and A/B is isomorphic to a primitive group 
associated with a chief factor of G below K, whence it is contained in R/ by 
choice of K. We have shown that Pr(Q{X}) s Pr($?)U (S) = Pr(X), and 
this yields X E 3’. 
A slight variation of the proof of the previous lemma gives the following. 
1.3. LEMMA. If G is a primitive group in NY - Jy^f ($‘) w being a 
Schunck class), then G/F(G) E y -f@), and there is a primitive group 
S E %Np - $7 such that the Schunck class generated by y’, G and S is not 
contained in %Np. 
We note in passing that combining 1.2 and 1.3 yields a proof of a result of 
Doerk 12, 1.71 which is different from Doerk’s proof: 
1.4. COROLLARY. If $2 is a Schunck class such that N$Y is also a 
Schunck class, then j? = f@?) is a formation. 
ProoJ: By 1.2, Prv) E f@); and by 1.3, b(p) sXf(jP). The first 
inclusion gives : 
y = E&,Q Prw> (see [4, 1.21) 
'IE*ii,Qf(~')~E~R,~~)=E,f(~/) 
(as f (j?) is a formation) 
s EOp = jj?; consequently, jV = E, f @?). 
If YE%/-fW is of least order, then T = soc( Y) is minimal normal in 
Y, and T < Q(Y). Let p denote the prime dividing ] TJ and choose, for some 
prime q # p, a faithful irreducible Y-module V over GF(q). Then X = YV E 
M’j? - Mf v), but by 1.2, Y&f w) forces X & jV. This leads to the 
contradiction that X E b(jY) s Jy f^ (jV). This contradiction proves our claim 
that y = f(jV). 
Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 (and the proof of 1.4) strongly indicate that a 
Schunck class % with 9 c_ 3 c M’j? cannot contain too many groups from 
-/g-y (j? being a Schunck class which is not a formation). Thus a 
Schunck product % of Jy and jV satisfying conditions (1) and (2) at the 
beginning of this section is a poor candidate for requirement (3). 
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Furthermore, the first part of our proof of 1.4 may be used to derive the 
following result. 
1.5. COROLLARY. Let j? be a Schunck class. Then there is a Schunck 
class 3 satisfying j? U J’&?) C 8 C NY if and only if j?Y = E, f  (J?). 
In contrast to 1.2 and 1.3, we have the following lemma. 
1.6. LEMMA. Let jY be a Schunck class. If G is a primitive group in 
MjY, then ~$1, the Schunck class generated by G, is contained in CNy. 
Proof: Let HE X = Q$], and let I = Z(G) be the nilpotent length of G. 
Then G E J@ implies % = Q-} c J? = J@. Thus H is in X’, and if H/K 
is a primitive factor group of H with F(H) < K, then /(H/K) < Z(H) - 1 < I - 
1 < I(G). Therefore, H/K & G, and we obtain H/K E q{G/F(G)} s J?. We 
have shown that Pr(H/F(H)) E Pr($?), which proves H/F(H) E J? and 
HE Jr?, as desired. 
The next item improves Doerk’s result 1.4. 
1.7. PROPOSITION. If j?? is a Schunck class such that there is a unique 
maximal Schunck class contained in Mp, then J? is a formation. 
Proof The union of an ascending chain of Schunck classes contained in 
Mp is obviously a Schunck class contained in NF. Consequently, by 
Zorn’s Lemma, each Schunck class contained in J’“$Y is contained in a 
maximal one. The assertion is now immediate from 1.6 and 1.4. 
Proposition 1.7 again indicates that there is no “product operation” 
P(X, $Y) such that for all Schunck classes X and p’, 8 = P(X, y) 
satisfies (l)-(3). 
2. THE CLASS PRODUCT OF SCHUNCK CLASSES 
The results of the preceding section show that the class product does not 
preserve Schunck classes in general. In [3] the author conjectured that a 
Schunck class 5 with the properties 
(I) sy is a Schunck class for each Schunck class $? must be a 
class of type .YK = 9,, the class of all n-perfect groups for a set of primes 7c 
(cf. [2, 1.3(b)], where NY+ is used, to denote Y=). Here we shall prove that 
3 = { 1 } and 9 are precisely those Schunck classes y such that 
(II) 27-y is a Schunck classfir each Schunck class X. Moreover, we 
shall give examples of Schunck classes X # 9% having property (I). 
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In order to characterize Schunck classes $Z with property (II), we shall 
apply Corollary 1.4. The following simple lemma enables us to exploit 
Doerk’s result. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let j%? be a saturated formation with full and integrated 
p-local definition ,p(p) f or each prime p. If j2 f 2’,9, then there is a 
prime q and a group YE y - p(q) such that sot(Y) is minimal normal in 
Yf 1. 
Proof First suppose that jP # Pn for all sets 7~ of primes. Then there is 
a prime q such that %/ # j?(q) # 0. In this case a group YE 9 -p(q) of 
minimal order serves our purposes, since j?(q) = Roy(q) 3.1 implies that 
soc( Y) is minimal normal. Now suppose j? = 9, # 3,9. Then Y may be 
chosen as a primitive group in j? - 3, and q $ x may be arbitrary. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let %/ be a Schunck class which satisfies condition (II). 
Then p = 3’ or %/ = 9’. 
Proof By Doerk’s result, p is a saturated formation. Suppose 
$? # 3’,9’, and let j?(p) denote the full and integrated p-local definition of 
j?. By the previous lemma, we can find a prime q and a group 
YE p - j?(q) such that sot(Y) is minimal normal in Y # 1. Let p denote 
the prime divisor of ) soc(Y)I. We have O,(Y)= 1, thus 
YE -~“,HP) = F(P), and P # q. 
We chose a prime r #p, q, and then let Q and R be faithful irreducible C,- 
modules over GP’(q) and GF(r). Consider the semi-direct products 
X, = C, Q, X = C,(Q X R). Here X, may be viewed as a subgroup of X. The 
class .d = {X,, C,, C,.} d f’ e mes a Schunck class .K = {H E 9 ] each 
primitive factor group of H is in ,%‘} 2 3’. We claim that each primitive 
epimorphic image of G =X) Y (the regular wreath product) is contained in 
.Zy’, but G 4 Xy. 
By Z* we denote a direct product of ] Y] copies of Z < X, Z* is viewed as 
a subgroup of the base group of X) Y = G in a natural way. It is well known 
that A*/B* is a chief factor of G whenever A/B is a non-central chief factor 
of X (see, for instance, [5]). 
We start with the observation that G/R* z (X/R) 2 Y? X0 2 YE 
(D,,X)%/ c X9. An application of a special version of the Jordan-Holder 
theorem (cf. [ 1,2.6]) yields that each primitive factor group of G is 
contained in q{G/R*} U (G/C,;(R*)}: note that YX$ is a subgroup of G 
complementary to the minimal normal subgroup R *. Since Q{ G/R*} C 
Q(%j?) = %y (as X and 9 are Q-closed classes), it remains to show that 
G/C,,;(R*) EXF. But this is an easy consequence of Q* = C,,&R*), 
R*Q*/Q* E -4”, c X, and G/R*Q* z C, 2 YE *U’,y(p) c j%. Therefore, 
each primitive factor group of G lies in 3:g. 
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Finally, we assume that G E SF. Then there is an N 4 G such that 
NE X and G/NE 9’; in particular, Gy < N. Since Q* is minimal normal in 
G and G/C,(Q*) = G/Q*R* (having a factor group isomorphic to 
Y 6!! p(q)) is not contained in j?(q), we may conclude Q* < G” < N. Next 
we observe that 9 E 9qX,p,r, forces X = 2 E 9qXcp,rj. Thus O,(G) = 
Q* < N < O,,,(G) O,,,(G) = O,,,(G), since O,,,(G) = O,(G): we have 
Q*R* = C,(R*), whence G/Q* is a primitive group with socle R*Q*/Q* of 
r-power order. We have obtained a contradiction: N E (X n Y,Pr) - .5$ 
against Xf? yqyr = Pr; note that C, is the unique (primitive) {r, q}-group 
in 9 and thus in X. We conclude that G 6Z Xy, as claimed. 
The assumption 9 # 3, 9 has led us to the conclusion that Xy is not 
a Schunck class. Hence the theorem holds. 
Our final proposition provides a large family of Schunck classes X # L9X 
satisfying condition (I). 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let p be a prime. Suppose that X is a Schunck class 
such that b(X) satisj?es the following condition 
Then % possesses property (I). 
Proof: Let G be a group the primitive factor groups of which are 
contained in %p for some Schunck class j?. First note that OP(G) E 37 by 
[2, 1.2(b)], since Q{O~(G)} n b(X) = 0 by (*). 
If C, E $7, then G/OP(G) E yP c Y, and G E XjP. 
Now suppose that C, 6Z $?. Then if G/N is a primitive factor group of G, 
there is an M g G such that G/ME J? and M/NE X. We cannot possibly 
have G/NE b(X), as otherwise A4 c G, which by (*) means C, E Q{ G/M}. 
Applying 12, 1.2(b)], once more, we derive that G E .%’ c .a’,@. 
(Note that our proof shows Zp = y or Xy =X, depending on 
whether C, E j?? or C, 6$ $7. Furthermore, we did not make use of the 
requirement Op(B) # 1 for B E 9. However, if this does not hold, the 
proposition is trivial, since then X = yp .) 
Another application of [2, 1.21 shows that there is a large variety of 
Schunck classes 37 satisfying (*). 
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